Mechanistic studies on the chiral recognition of polysaccharide-based chiral stationary phases using liquid chromatography and vibrational circular dichroism: reversal of elution order of N-substituted alpha-methyl phenylalanine esters.
Enantiomeric separation of two aromatic alpha-substituted alanine esters was achieved on two commercially available polysaccharide-based chiral stationary phases (CSPs): amylose tris(3,5-dimethylphenylcarbamate) (ADMPC) and cellulose tris(3,5-dimethylphenylcarbamate) (CDMPC). The interactions between enantiomeric analytes and the CSPs were investigated using chromatographic methods and vibration circular dichroism (VCD). The two analytes differ on the aromatic portion of the molecules where one analyte has a pi-acceptor aromatic ring (1) while the other has a pi-donor aromatic ring (2). When an ADMPC CSP was employed, an increase in the polarity of the mobile phase leads to a reversal of the elution order for the two enantiomers of 1. The elution order of compound 2 was not affected by the polarity of the mobile phase. In order to gain an understanding of these phenomena, the enantiomeric separation of 1 and 2 was also performed on the CDMPC CSP. Interestingly, no reversal of elution order was observed upon the chromatographic separation of both pairs of enantiomers of compounds 1 and 2 upon increasing the solvent polarity when a CDMPC CSP was utilized. To understand the underlying mechanism governing these chiral separations, VCD was applied to study the structure of the ADMPC and CDMPC polymers and their conformational behaviors under chromatographic conditions. For the first time the conformations of the side chains of both polymers were revealed based on the VCD spectra along with DFT calculations. Furthermore, the interactions between the two analytes and the two CSPs were directly probed by VCD. By comparing the spectral differences of the two CSPs in the presence of the two analytes, the detailed interactions involving different functional groups associated with the chiral recognition were elucidated and thus explained the unusual reversal of elution order associated with increasing solvent polarity.